
The Ever After’s first release titled “Oh Dear” can be best 
described in three words - beautifully sad and sentimental.  In its 

entirety, the album certainly transports the listener on a peaceful 
wave of tranquility into a warm and familiar journey deep into 
introspection.   

“Jambone” is an emotionally charged ditty that’s simplicity couples 
beautifully with the finger picked arpeggio style churning out 
emotion that gently carries the listener through the tune.  Track 
number two, “Farewell to Friends” is a tasteful guitar solo with 
a smooth Bossa feel.  It sets itself apart from the rest of the album 
right away, being the only tune with percussion - making it one of 
the albums strongest tunes.  

From that point forward, the morose feel behind “Oh Dear” really 
begins to take over the album’s tone which gets carried over into “It’s All Right” - musically casting a 
dejected tone that makes an interesting play of contrast when set against the consoling lyrical content.  

The album’s fourth track brings a welcomed discerning elation with the classical/jazz crossover tune 
“Countless Winters.”  Even still, the felicity is not without a subtle melancholy wash that dominates 
the albums overall tone.  The next track, “Birds in Your Garden” is no exception to the rule even as 
the album’s single ballad.  Despite the persuasively peppy lyrical content and whimsical theme of the 
tune’s message, the listener can’t help but be consumed by the contagious heavy feel in which it is 
presented.  

The aptly named “Falling Leaves” is the albums most colorful and delicate tune.  The powerfully 
rhythmic, yet fleeting introduction makes way to the gently soothing timbre that stirs the serene 
arrangement through the soul.  Then suddenly, the clarinet adds a sobering quality and unique 
eloquence to the album when it makes an unexpected appearance on the tune “Last Day on Earth” 
which may just be the most pensive and emotionally charged song in this release.  

At this point in the album, the listener can’t help but be entranced by the soothing organics that make 
up this collection, and the meditative quality behind the ostinato in “Masdar City” lulls the listener 
into a sedated tranquility with its repeating phrases.  “Sjofarrer” comes just in time, stirring the senses 
and exposing the raw virtuosity and pure technical skill that serves as the blood and sweat behind this 
entire album.

The slight return comes in the album’s final track, “Leaving Everyone” which is a highly-expressive 
post-folk slice of mellowing Americana acoustic poetry that conjures feelings of hitting the open road.  
This song is an interesting blend of stripped-down wholesome acoustic guitar with a touch of modern 
charm which in many ways epitomizes The Ever After’s “Oh Dear.”  
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